
STAFFING ACTIVITIES IN MALAYSIA AIRLINE BERHAD

Main results indicate lack of staff engagement and motivation is currently the priority issue that formed Malaysia Airlines
Berhad is currently the national airline carrier of Malaysia. Forming a part of its parent Malaysia Aviation Group under
the Air .. Arrange for team building activities inter department such as a talent-thon.

Emphasis has been placed on six areas: pricing, revenue management, network scheduling, opening
storefronts, low season strategy and distribution management. You are not obliged to accept cookies.
Additionally, the airline started Project Omega and Project Alpha to improve the company's network and
revenue management. Graham,  We aspire to create sustained stakeholder value as a world class airport
business operator. Soon this cancerous attitude would ultimately bring about an epidemic of workplace
prisoners. This will then prove that the company is committed into the human capital aspect of its employees.
Ajala, E. In April , Malaysia Airlines announced that the airline's entire fleet will be tracked with the satellite
flight tracking system. Kindly download the PDF below. Now with the lack of engagement between the
internal clients of the company, communication can prove to be futile as there will be a lot of distrust and
finger pointing whenever there is a crisis occurring. FT Press. That being said, survey reports revealed MAB
employees grouses over unconducive working environment with the emphasis on lack of working lavatories
and suitable crew rooms to exhaustive 12 hours working shifts. Your latest written instructions to us will
prevail. The summation of all the negative impacts will ultimately affect the total MAB revenue and sales
growth as all aspects are not committed in generating positive business culture. This may results from poor
information or criticism flow from the staffs up to the higher management and the lack of corrective actions
when grouses or problems are aired. In the third quarter, fuel costs were RM1. The most substantial factor in
the losses was fuel costs. Operational costs will nonetheless, increase as employees are not going the extra
mile to save costs, incidents and accidents occurring at a more frequent rate and improper process and
procedures are implemented. P a g e 9 21 Apart from the low retention rate of the employees, the overall
wellness of the workforce would be affected as well. Nevertheless, we will notify you of the reasons for not
being able to accede to your request. P a g e 17 21 e Set up an engagement method between superiors and
subordinates by the utilisation of working council representatives from each business units. MAS substantially
lagged its peers on yield. We believe that the use and abuse of drug and alcohol will impair the ability of
individuals to discharge their duties, and have serious and adverse effects on safety, efficiency and
productivity of the workplace. Alderfer, C. If you do not wish your personal information to be utilised for the
purposes of marketing or should you change your mind in relation to your previous decision, please contact us
at the address detailed at the end of this Privacy Notice. The desires for one person to better himself and
complete creative and meaningful work falls under this need. It has also restructured itself by spinning-off
operational units as fully owned subsidiaries to maintain its core business as a passenger airline. Main results
indicate lack of staff engagement and motivation is currently the priority issue that is plaguing the relationship
of the company to perform well. Training Nurture employees' for personal growth through skill-enhancing
training and education programmes. The current appraisal system was found to be too ambiguous with
intangible and unspecific key performance indexes. Administration, The Head of Human Resource Services
Division is responsible for the administration, revision, interpretation, and application of this policy. In June ,
Phase II was planned as a move for the distribution, marketing, and sales divisions of the company, to
Administration Block Three.


